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Уперше проведено магнГтне знГмання, данГ якого було перетворено методами
повно! горизонтально! похГдно!, виявлення анал1тичного сигналу горизонтального
град1ента, визначення кута гГперболГчного нахилу для ГдентифГкацГ! похованих вулканГчних структур навколо м. 1спарта (ПГвденно-ЗахГдна Туреччина). АктивнГсть вул
кана Гьольджюк вГдбувалась у кутку трикутника 1спарта на перетинГ покривГв ЛучГан ГАнталья. ВулканГзм почався 4,0—4,7 млн рокГв тому переваж но виливом лав
ГзакГнчився виверженням магми та води у четвертинний перГод. Район дослГджень
перекритий автохтонними Галохтонними утвореннями, що ГнтрудованГ плГоценовими Гчетвертинними породами вулкана Гьольджюк, та вкритГ пГрокластичним попелом ГвГдкладами лавових потокГв. МежГ поховано! вулканГчно! структури визначено методами виявлення граней джерела. ГеометрГя трахГтового купола на пГвнГчний захГд вГд оз. Гьольджюк Гйого продовження вниз вивчено 2D моделюванням,
причому конфГгурацГю проконтрольовано за результатами визначення глибини спектральним аналГзом Гзольовано! аномалГ!. ЗгГдно з графГком азимутально усереднених
логарифмГчних спектрГв, продовження вниз глибини залягання дж ерела трахГтового купола сягае 850 м. За результатами розв'язку обернено! задачГ горизонтальний розмГр моделГ цього купола дорГвнюе 1250 м пГд земною поверхнею, тодГ як
над поверхнею — близько 400 м.
Ключов1 слова: ПГвденно-ЗахГдна Туреччина, кратер оз. Гьольджюк, вулканГзм,
магнГтнГ аномалГ!, похованГ вулканГчнГ структури.

Introduction. Since the 1970 many sci
entific studies have been performed to exa
mine geology, mineralogy, petrography,
geochronology, tephrachronology, and in
dustrial properties of the volcanic rocks out
cropping around Isparta city [e. g. Alici et
al., 1998; Kalyoncuoglu et al., 2010; Platevoet et al., 2008, 2014; Elitok et al., 2010;
Schmitt et al., 2014]. However, the subsur
face structure of the volcano is unknown
due to the cover of volcanic deposits. There
fore, this study is aiming at revealing the
deep structure of the Golchk volcano inclu
ding an area of about 8 km2 within the GolГ еоф и зи чески й ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018

chk crater. For this purpose, we have integ
rated magnetic anomaly data enclosing the
Golchk Caldera with the objective of identi
fying possible subsurface structures below
the surface cover. The causative bodies of
magnetic anomalies are analyzed by utiliz
ing phase filter techniques such as the to
tal horizontal derivative (THD), the horizon
tal gradient analytic signal (HGAS), and the
hyperbolic tilt angle (HTA). We have also
constructed a two dimensional (2D) model
to reveal the depth extension of the dome
structure observable at the surface as well
as delineated as a distinct circular anoma
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ly pattern by the results of the edge detec
tion analysis.
The Geological and Tectonic Setting. So
uthwestern Turkey is characterized main
ly by autochthonous and allochthonous rock
units from the Paleozoic to Quaternary. The
allochthonous sheets can be subdivided into
three main units, i. e. the western Lycian and
Antalya nappes and the eastern Bey§ehir—
Hoyran—Hadim nappes. The Lycian and Bey§ehir—Hoyran—Hadim nappes are separa
ted from the Antalya nappes by the Tauride carbonate axis, including the western,
NE-trending Bey Daglari carbonate axis and
the eastern, SE-trending Anamas—Akseki
carbonate axis. Along these carbonate axes
a northpointing cusp, the Isparta Angle, oc
curs. The study area and its environs are
covered by authochtonous and allochtho
nous units that are intruded by the Pliocene
and Quaternary Golchk volcanics and also
overlain by pyroclastic fall and flow depo
sits (Fig. 1). The Golchk volcano (Isparta) is
situated at the apex of the Isparta Angle,
especially at the intersection of the Lycian
and Antalya nappes in the North. These al
lochthonous systems were thrusted onto the
Bey Daglari platform as a system of conver
ging nappes [Altinli, 1945], in two steps: at
first, the Antalya nappes (from the south
east), in the Late Cretaceous—Palaeocene
times, and in a second time the Lycian nap
pes (from the north) reached their present
position in the mid-Miocene times (mid-Langhian). These nappes are superposed in the
south of Isparta area [Poisson et al., 2003 b].
However, the complete collision between the
continental blocks and the complete closu
re of the Isparta Angle occurred only in la
te Miocene and mid-Pliocene times as a con
sequence of the Aksu thrust [Poisson et al.,
2003 a]. After this last period of compressi
on (from east to west), the area was the si
te of extensional tectonics, which gave way
to the formation of extensional basins aro
und the apex of the Isparta Angle and to
the initiation of the volcanic activity.
Volcanic activity around Isparta city ini
tiated between 4—4.7 my ago [Lefevre et
al., 1983] mainly as lava domes and dykes
146

of trachytic, trachyandesitic, basaltic trachyandesitic composition and continued up to
Quaternary time, discontinuously. The volcanism ended with phreatoplinian eruptions
including three main eruptives cycles. Cyc
le I, represented by more than 200 m-thick
pyroclastic flow deposits occasionally sepa
rated by paleosoils and corresponding to cal
dera-forming ignimbritic eruptions. Cycle II,
consisting of tephriphonolite lava dome-flows
extruded throughout the caldera and cur
rently found along the rims of the present
crater. Cycle III made up of tuff ring depo
sits related to several phreatoplinian erup
tions of a maar-type volcanic activity end
ed with trachytic domes protruding within
the maar crater [Platevoet et al., 2008]. Ash/
pumice fall deposits can be traced uninter
ruptedly to the north towards the city of Isparta. In the article [Elitok et al., 2010] clas
sified the volcanic rocks around Isparta set
tlement area as (i) Pliocen extracaldera la
vas comprising lamprophyre (minette), ba
saltic trachyandesite, trachyandesite, and tra
chyte and (ii) intracaldera lavas and pyroclastics (ignimbrite flows and ash/pumice
fall deposits) formed during the Quaterna
ry. The present-day volcanic landforms just
around the Golchk lake have been created
by the last phreatoplinian eruptions of a maar-type volcanic activity (cycle Ш), which en
ded with trachytic domes protruding with
in the maar crater. The crater edge mainly
consists of remnants of tephriphonolitic lava
flow-domes rimming the central depression
occupied by the Golchk Lake. Two recent
intracaldera-like trachytic domes occupy the
south-central part of the crater (Fig. 2).
Data and Methods. The ground magne
tic data were collected using Geometrix G856
proton magnetometer at 250 m intervals. The
location of each station was determined by
using GPS. A second proton magnetometer
(Geometrix G856) monitored the diurnal vari
ation at a base station during the survey and
the measurements were also subtracted from
the observed magnetic data to remove the ef
fects of the possible abrupt changes of the
Earth's magnetic field from the data. The
results are residual total magnetic field anoГ еоф изический ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018
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Fig. 1. Simplified tectonic map of western Turkey and adjoining regions (modified
from [Dolmaz, 2007]). Geological details of the study area are given below (modified
from [Alici et al., 1998]). Abbreviations: NATFZ, North Anatolian Transform Fault Zo
ne; FBFZ, Fethiye-Burdur Fault Zone; AAFZ, Afyon-Aksehir Fault Zone; WAEP, West
Anatolian Extensional Province; CAOP, Central Anatolian Ova Province. Coastlines
and lakes are also shown.
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Fig. 2. Panoramic view from the Golchk maar crater (a), trachytic dome (Pilav tepe) protruding
within the crater (b), remnants of the tephriphonolitic lava-dome flows rimming the crater (c).

malies that are caused by variation of mag
netization of rocks or magnetic structures.
Since the inclination/declination pair of
the Earth's magnetic field is 57°/4° in this
region, the magnetic anomalies caused by
magnetic bodies do not occur over the cen
ter of the sources. Due to this reason, the
total field magnetic data first were transfor
med into the magnetic pole [Baranov, 1957],
producing a reduced to pole (RTP) magne
tic map where the highs are located more
directly on their causative source and lows
are suppressed or eliminated (Fig. 3). The
body magnetization direction was assumed
to be equal to the Earth's magnetic field.
The values of the calculated RTP anomaly
contours vary between ±1000 nT.
Total Horizontal Derivative (THD). One
important aim in the interpretation of mag
netic data is to determine the type and the
location of the magnetic sources. There ha
148

ve been developed numbers of a method to
determine the location of magnetic sources.
The edge-detection methods (EDM) main
ly include the THD. The amplitude functi
on of the THD is defined as the square ro
ot of the squared sum of the two horizontal
derivatives of the magnetic field anomaly
given by [Cordell, 1979]:

THD

гш
Эx

Y + ( эm
Эy

л2

(1)

where M is the magnetic field. The THD
map obtained from the RTP data via Equa
tion 1 is shown in Fig. 4.
Horizontal GradientAnalytic Signal (HGAS).
The HGAS is one of the methods applying
at recent years, which allows determining
sensitively boundaries of structures and pri
marily has been applied to a large area in
Г еоф изический ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018
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Fig. 3. Reduced to pole (RTP) total field magnetic anomaly map of the study area. Contour
interval is 100 nT. The NW-SE cross-section shows the location of the anomaly profile to be
interpreted 2D modeling.

Eastern Mediterranean [Erbek, Dolmaz, 2014].
In the article [Bournas, Baker, 2001] imp
lied that HGAS gets better results than the
resolution of the simple analytic signal (AS).
They also implied that this method provi
des advantages while defining the bounda
ries of causative structures due to the fact
that it is not affected by the direction of
Earth's magnetic field. HGAS method is gi
ven by [Bournas, Barker, 2001] as,
HGAS = ^ | ASX(x, y ) |2 + | ASy (x, y) | 2, (2)
Г еоф и зи чески й ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018
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Fig. 4. Total horizontal derivative (THD) map computed using Equation (1).

Mx and My are the derivatives of potential
field data in x and y directions. The HGAS
map via Equation 2 is shown in Fig. 5.
Hyperbolic Tilt Angle (HTA). According
to [Cooper, Cowan, 2006], the usage of the
real part of the hyperbolic tangent functi
on in the tilt angle calculation achieved bet
ter delineation of the edges of the body than
the other filters such as the THD, THDR,
and Theta map. The real part of the hyper
bolic tangent function is given as
HTA = ^ ( arctanh (ЭM / Эz ) /
150

/ ( ( ЭM / Эx)2 + (ЭM / Эy ) 2 ) 1/2 ). (5)
In the article [Cooper, Cowan, 2006] sho
wed that the maximum value of the HTA
gives the improved location of the body ed
ges. It is expected that the tilt angle is posi
tive when over the source, passes through
zero when over, or near, the edge where the
vertical derivative is zero and the horizon
tal derivative is a maximum and negative
outside the source region. The HTA map
via Equation 5 is shown in Fig. 6.
Г еоф изический ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018
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Fig. 5. Horizontal gradient analytic signal (HGAS) map computed using Equation (2).

Depth analysis and two dimensional (2D)
modelling. In order to determine the mean
depths for interfaces of significant suscep
tibility contrasts in the crust, we applied the
spectral factorization method [Spector, Grant,
1970]. An examination of the RTP magnetic
anomalies given in Fig. 3 shows that the
strongest anomaly is concentrated mainly
in the pillow lava in the SW Golchk crater
lake. To define the geometry of this domi
nant causative body, a NW-SE profile da
ta was taken on the RTP magnetic anomaГ еоф и зи чески й ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018

ly map (see Fig. 3). Fig. 7 shows the azimuthally-averaged log power spectrum of the
RTP magnetic data. As a result of the pow
er spectrum, source depth of the causative
body was found as 0.85 km.
A 2D model is constructed from the ex
tracted profile by using the technique sug
gested by [Talwani, Heirtzler, 1964] based
on modelling of arbitrarily shaped bodies.
In-situ susceptibility measurements were car
ried out using a KT10 susceptibility meter.
According to the measurement results, a sus151
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Fig. 6. Hyperbolic tilt angle (HTA) map computed using Equation (5).

ceptibility contrast of 2.7 • 10- 3 emu was us
ed in calculating the forward magnetic ano
maly of the model (Fig. 8). The forward mo
delling process was continued with the con
trol of the power spectrum depth until the
best fit was obtained between the observed
and calculated anomalies.
Results and Discussion. In this paper,
it is aimed to investigate subsurface struc
tures over the Golchk caldera area by us
ing the ground magnetic anomaly data. For
this purpose, we prepared various integra
ted anomaly maps based on magnetic ano
malies. As a standard process of interpre
152

tation of magnetic anomalies, the total field
magnetic data were reduced to the magne
tic pole (RTP) and contoured to produce the
RTP magnetic anomaly map shown in Fig. 3.
To determine the locations and boundari
es of the causative bodies, the THD, the
HGAS, and the HTA methods were applied
to the obtained RTP anomaly data.
The THD map reveals three main mag
netic closures within anomaly values reach
ing up to a maximum of 3.8 nT/m (see Fig.4).
Two large anomalies are observed on the
south of Golchk Crater Lake in NNE-trending, whereas another one is observed to the
Г еоф изический ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum graph of the magnetic
anomaly profile, in Fig. 3, caused by the trachytic dome in SW of the lake.

NE of the lake in N-trending (see Fig. 4).
This evidence is also consistent with the re
sults obtained from the HGAS map where
high values, up to 0.095 nT/m 2 are obser
ved SW, SE and NE of the Golchk Caldera
(see Fig. 5).
The range of values on the HTA map is
between -2.0 and 4.0 (see Fig. 6). Here,
the negative contours surrounding the ca-

Fig. 8. 2D magnetic model along the profile
in Fig. 3.
Г еоф и зи чески й ж урнал № 3, T. 40, 2018

usative bodies are complication in the in
terpretation. The value of 1.0 was selected
as a threshold value for the interpretation
of the body edges. According to this, the
high values of the HTA provide the best re
solution of the edges of basement magnetic
sources when compared with the THD and
HGAS. The N-trending anomaly the NE of
Golchk lake seen in the THD and HGAS
maps appears as extended eastward in the
HTA map (see Fig. 6). While there is not any
revealed anomaly in the THD and HGAS
maps, a number of striking anomalies are
noted on the HTA map in the NW of the
lake. In addition, while the SW of the la
ke the structural boundaries of the dome
are not observed distinctly on the THD and
HGAS maps, the boundaries are more ex
plicit in the HTA map. In the SE of the la
ke, the NE trending anomaly, which is seen
on the THD and HGAS maps (see Fig. 4, 5),
is also seen as improved on the HTA map
(see Fig. 6).
All of the derived maps and obtained re
sults were correlated with each other. It has
been thought that two anomalies on the
THD, HGAS and HTA anomaly maps situ
ated in the northern part and SE of Golchk
Caldera are caused by tephriphonolitic dy
kes. However, the anomaly source located
in the northern part has not been observed
on the surface geology map due to the fact
that the causative structure is covered by
pyroclastic units. Whereas, the magnetic in
fluence of the trachytic dome located SW
of Golchk Caldera has been observed dis
tinctly on all anomaly maps (see Fig. 4, 5, 6).
This isolated anomaly concentrated over the
pillow lava was interpreted in terms of its
shape and depth extension using an NWSE cross-section magnetic data. The azimuthally-averaged logarithmic power spectra
plot indicates that the source depth of the
trachytic dome which produces the high mag
netic anomalies is buried at 0.85 km below
the surface (see Fig. 7). The geometrical sha
pe and the downward continuation of this
dome structure have been modelled. With
the control of the power spectrum depth re
sult, the model constructed by the best fit
153
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Fig. 9. View of the Golchk crater and its subsurface structure deduced from the geophysical data.

between the observed and calculated ano
malies reveals that the depth of the dome
structure is reasonable when compared with
the wavelength of its magnetic anomaly (see
Fig. 8). According to the geometrical struc
ture of the obtained model for the source
causing the anomaly, the horizontal size and
the vertical continuation of this trachytic do
me are 1250 m and 850 m respectively, with
its ellipsoidal shape. When geophysical data
fit the field, subsurface structure of the Golcbk crater can be interpreted as is seen in
Fig. 9.
Conclusions. The Golcbk volcano, loca
ted to the southwest of the Isparta settle
ment area, is one of the young explosive
volcanoes in Turkey. A trachytic lava dome
was formed within the Golcbk volcano at
the end of phreato-plinian eruptions dur
ing Quaternary time. To investigate the geo

154

metry of this trachytic dome and its down
ward continuation, we prepared various in
tegrated anomaly maps based on magne
tic anomalies. The azimuthally-averaged lo
garithmic power spectra plot indicates that
the downward continuation of source depth
of the trachytic dome reaches up to 850 m.
The forward inversion results indicate that
the horizontal size of the model for this trachytic dome is 1250 m beneath the surface
while it's surface extension is only about
400 m.
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The nature and origin of magnetic anomalies over
the Golcuk caldera, Isparta, South-Western Turkey
M. N. Dolmaz, E. Oksum, E. Erbek, H. E. Tutunsatar, O. Elitok, 2018
For the first tim e, ground m agnetic survey was perform ed which data were inver
ted by m eans of total horizontal derivative, horizontal gradient analytic signal, and hy
perbolic tilt angle techniques to identify subsurface volcanic structures around Isparta
city (South-W estern Turkey). Here, Golctik volcanism took place at the apex of the Is
parta Angle at the intersection of the Lycian and Antalya nappes. It initiated betw een
4.0—4.7 my ago m ainly as lava extrusions and ended with phreatoplinian eruptions
during Q uaternary time. The study area is covered by authochtonous and allochtho
nous units that are intruded by Pliocene and Q uaternary Golctik volcanics and also
overlain by pyroclastic fall and flow deposits. The boundaries were revealed for the
buried volcanic structure from the edge detection m ethods. The geom etry of the trachytic dome southwestern of the Golctik Lake and its downward continuation were stu
died by 2D m odelling with the control of the power spectrum depth results applied to
the focused anomaly. The azim uthally-averaged logarithm ic power spectra plot indi
cates that the downward continuation of source depth of the trachytic dome reaches
up to 850 m. The forward inversion results indicate that the horizontal size of the m o
del for this trachytic dome is 1250 m beneath the surface while it's surface extension
is only about 400 m.
Key words: South-W estern Turkey, Golctik Lake crater, volcanism, m agnetic anom a
lies, subsurface volcanic structures.
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